What is your online learning goal? How will you know when you’ve reached it?

**Bullet Journal Mini-Glossary**

These are common symbols bullet journalers use—but use whatever symbols are easiest for you to draw and remember.

---

**Tasks**
- Watch 5-minute bullet journaling video.
- Buy journal.
- Look at #bulletjournal on Instagram.
- Complete this worksheet.
- Start making my logs in the journal.

**Events**
- First online lesson!
- Online discussion group.
- Lecture livestream.
- Study group power hour.
- Quiz!

**Notes**
- The key elements of a bullet journal are the future log, the monthly log, the daily log and an index that tells you where all your information lives.
- Bullet journaling is meant to be flexible and easily personalized.
- “Collections” help you organize and track specific things, such as areas to research or books to read.

---

Grab your journal and get started!
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